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Abstra t
Re ent times have seen quite some progress in the development of \eÆ ient" exponential time algorithms for NP -hard problems. These results are also tightly related
to the so- alled theory of xed parameter tra tability. In this in omplete, personally
biased survey, we re e t on some re ent developments and prospe ts in the eld of
xed parameter algorithms.
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1 Introdu tion

How to ope with omputational intra tability? Several methods to deal with
this problem have been developed: approximation algorithms [1,60℄, average
ase analysis [62℄, randomized algorithms [70℄, and heuristi methods [69℄. All
of them have their drawba ks, su h as the diÆ ulty of approximation, la k of
mathemati al tools and results, limited power of the method itself, or the la k
of provable performan e guarantees at all. Clearly, the dire t way of atta king
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NP -hard

problems is in providing deterministi , exa t algorithms. However,
in this ase, one has to deal with exponential running times. Currently, there
is an in reasing interest in faster exa t solutions for NP -hard problems. In
parti ular, performan e bounds are to be proven. Despite their exponential
running times, these algorithms may be interesting from a theoreti al as well
as a pra ti al point of view. With respe t to the latter, note that for some
appli ations, really exa t solutions are needed or the input instan es are of
modest size, so that exponential running times an be tolerated.
Parameterized omplexity theory, whose antus rmus an be hara terized
by the words \not all forms of intra tability are reated equal" [34℄, is another
proposal on how to ope with omputational intra tability in some ases.
In a sense, so- alled \ xed parameter algorithms" form a variant of exa t,
exponential time solutions mainly for NP -hard problems. This is the basi
subje t of this paper and some related survey arti les [35,36,83℄.
Many hard omputational problems have the following general form: given an
obje t x and a positive integer k, does x have some property that depends
on k? For instan e, the NP - omplete vertex over problem is: given an
undire ted graph G = (V; E ) and a positive integer k, does G have a vertex
over of size at most k? Herein, a vertex over is a subset of verti es C  V
su h that ea h edge in E has at least one of its endpoints in C . In parameterized omplexity theory, k is alled the parameter . In many appli ations,
the parameter k an be onsidered to be \small" in omparison with the size
jxj of the given obje t x. Hen e, it may be of high interest to ask whether
these problems have deterministi algorithms that are exponential only with
respe t to k and polynomial with respe t to jxj.
The basi observation of parameterized omplexity, as hie y developed by
Downey and Fellows [34℄, is that for many hard problems, the seemingly inherent \ ombinatorial explosion" really an be restri ted to a \small part"
of the input, the parameter. So, for instan e, vertex over allows for an
algorithm with running time O(kn + 1:271 ) [24,75℄, where the parameter k
is a bound on the maximum size of the vertex over set we are looking for
and n is the number of verti es of the given graph. The best known \nonparameterized" solution for vertex over is due to Robson [84℄. He showed
that independent set and, thus, vertex over an be solved in time
O(1:211 ). However, for k  0:79 n, the above mentioned xed parameter
solution turns out to be better. Moreover, note that in several appli ations
k  n is a natural assumption, underpinning the qualities of xed parameter
solutions further.
k

n

In what follows, we assume the reader to be familiar with basi notions from
algorithms and omplexity as, e.g., provided by the text books [28,48,68,79℄.
The aim of this work is not to list as many parameterized problems as possible
2
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together with their \ xed parameter solutions," but to give a, in a sense,
\personally biased" view on urrent resear h in luding open problems.
The paper is stru tured as follows. In the next se tion, we very brie y provide
a general overview of some main topi s and ideas of parameterized omplexity
theory. Moreover, we take a loser look at the on ept of \ xed parameter
tra tability" and also the riti al points in it. Thus, we will have the ground
for the rest of the paper. In Se tions 3{6, we sket h some results and hallenges
in the elds of graph theory, VLSI design, omputational biology, and logi ,
thus showing the ri hness of the eld for applying xed parameter te hniques.
The idea here is to present some fundamental results, ideas, and observations
by examples, without even trying to give a omplete a ount of the whole eld.
Ea h of these se tions ontains two subse tions, the rst of whi h providing
some known results and the se ond one presenting some possible hallenges
for future resear h. Finally, in Se tion 7 we dis uss the so far relatively negle ted eld of implementing xed parameter algorithms. We end the paper
by drawing some general on lusions and prospe ts for future resear h.
2 A rash ourse in parameterized omplexity

We brie y want to sket h some omplexity theoreti al aspe ts for parameterized problems. For a detailed and omplete exposition we refer to the monograph of Downey and Fellows [34℄. The fo us of this se tion, however, lies on
the pra ti al relevan e of xed parameter tra tability.
2.1 Some theory

Given an undire ted graph G = (V; E ) with vertex set V , edge set E and a
positive integer k, the NP - omplete vertex over problem is to determine
whether there is a subset of verti es C  V with k or fewer verti es su h
that ea h edge in E has at least one of its endpoints in C . Vertex over
is xed parameter tra table : There are algorithms solving it in time less than
O(kn + 1:3 ) [24,75,77℄. By way of ontrast, onsider the also NP - omplete
lique problem: Given an undire ted graph G = (V; E ) and a positive integer k, lique asks whether there is a subset of verti es C  V with k or
fewer verti es su h that C forms a lique by having all possible edges between
the verti es in C . Clique appears to be xed parameter intra table : It is not
known whether it an be solved in time f (k)n , where f might be an arbitrarily fast growing fun tion only depending on k [34℄. Thus, in some sense,
the handling of the parameter seems to be more sophisti ated for the lique
problem ompared to the vertex over problem. Moreover, unless P = NP ,
k

O (1)
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the well-founded onje ture is that no su h algorithm exists. The best known
algorithm solving lique runs in time O(n ) [73℄, where is the exponent
on the time bound for multiplying two integer n  n matri es ( urrently best
known, = 2:38, see [27℄). Note that O(n ) time is trivial. The de isive point
is that k appears in the exponent of n, and there seems to be no way \to shift
the ombinatorial explosion only into k," independent from n [34{36,83℄.
k=3

k

The observation that NP - omplete problems like vertex over and lique
behave ompletely di erently in a \parameterized sense" lies at the very heart
of parameterized omplexity, a theory pioneered by Downey and Fellows and
some of their o-authors [34℄. In this paper, we will mainly on entrate on
the world of xed parameter tra table problems as, e.g., exhibited by vertex
over. Hen e, here we only brie y sket h some very basi s from the theory of
parameterized intra tability in order to provide some ba kground on parameterized omplexity theory and the ideas behind it. For many further details
and an additional dis ussion, we refer to the literature, e.g., [34{36,83℄.
Attempts to prove nontrivial, absolute lower bounds on the omputational
omplexity of problems have made relatively little progress [16℄. Hen e, it is not
surprising that up to now there is no proof that no f (k)n time algorithm for
lique exists. In a more omplexity theoreti al language, onsider the lass
of parameterized problems that an be solved in deterministi time f (k)n ,
alled FPT . This an be rephrased by saying that it is unknown whether
lique 2 FPT . The omplexity lass FPT is alled the set of xed parameter
tra table problems. Analogously to lassi al omplexity theory, Downey and
Fellows developed some way out of this quandary by providing a ompleteness
program. However, the ompleteness theory of parameterized intra tability
involves signi antly more te hni al e ort. We very brie y sket h some integral
parts of this theory in the following.
O (1)

O (1)

To start with a ompleteness theory, we rst need a redu ibility on ept: Let

L; L0    N be two parameterized languages. 3 For example, in the ase of
lique, the rst omponent is the input graph oded over some alphabet 
and the se ond omponent is the positive integer k, that is, the parameter.
We say that L redu es to L0 by a standard parameterized m-redu tion if there
are fun tions k 7! k0 and k 7! k00 from N to N and a fun tion (x; k) 7! x0
from   N to  su h that

(1) (x; k) 7! x0 is omputable in time k00 jxj for some onstant and
(2) (x; k) 2 L i (x0 ; k0) 2 L0.
In most of the ases it is natural to have positive integers as a parameter. However,
in some ases di erent stru tures appear as parameter (e.g., a graph as in the graph
minor order testing problem [34℄). Here, we de ne a parameterized language to
be a language in   .
3
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Notably, most redu tions from lassi al omplexity turn out not to be parameterized [34℄. For instan e, the well-known redu tion from independent set
to vertex over, whi h is given by letting G0 = G and k0 = jV j k for
a graph instan e G = (V; E ) (see [79℄), is not a parameterized one. This is
due to the fa t that the redu tion fun tion of the parameter k 7! k0 strongly
depends on the instan e G itself, hen e ontradi ting the de nition of a parameterized m-redu tion. However, the redu tions from independent set to
lique and the other way round, whi h are obtained by simply passing the
original graph over to the omplementary one for k0 = k, a tually turn out to
be parameterized ones. Therefore, these problems are of omparable diÆ ulty
in terms of parameterized omplexity.
Now, the \lowest lass of parameterized intra tability", so- alled W [1℄, an
be de ned as the lass of languages that redu e to the so- alled short Turing ma hine a eptan e problem (also known as the k -step halting
problem) [34℄. Here, we want to determine for an input onsisting of a nondeterministi Turing ma hine M and a string x, whether M has a omputation
path a epting x in at most k steps. In some sense, this is the parameterized
analogue to the Turing ma hine a eptan e problem|the basi generi
NP - omplete problem in lassi al omplexity theory. Some more naturally dened problems being W [1℄- omplete are the lique and the Independent
set problem. Note that a parameterized m-redu tion from one of these problems to vertex over would lead to a ollapse of the lasses W [1℄ and FPT .
Downey and Fellows provide an extensive list of many more W [1℄- omplete
problems [34℄.
As a matter of fa t, a whole hierar hy of parameterized intra tability an
be de ned, W [1℄ only being the lowest level. In general, the lasses W [t℄ are
de ned based on \logi al depth" (i.e., the number of alternations between
unbounded fan-in And- and Or-gates) in boolean ir uits. For instan e, the
well-known dominating set problem, whi h is NP - omplete, is known to be
W [2℄- omplete when taking the size of the dominating set as a parameter [34℄.
We omit any further details in this dire tion and just refer to the monograph
of Downey and Fellows [34℄.
We also want to mention that Flum and Grohe re ently ame up with some
lose onne tions between parameterized omplexity theory and a general logial framework of des riptive omplexity theory [45,54℄. They study the parameterized omplexity of various model- he king problems through the synta ti al stru ture of the de ning senten es. Moreover, they provide a des riptive
hara terization of the lass FPT , as well as an approa h of how to hara terize lasses of intra tability by synta ti al means.
There exists a very ri h stru tural theory of parameterized omplexity, somewhat similar to lassi al omplexity. Observe, however, that in some respe ts
5
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parameterized omplexity appears to be, in a sense, \orthogonal" to lassi al
omplexity: For instan e, the so- alled problem of omputing the V-C dimension from learning theory [13,80℄, whi h is not known (and not believed) to
be NP -hard, is W [1℄- omplete [32,33℄. Thus, although in the lassi al sense it
appears to be easier than vertex over (whi h is NP - omplete), the opposite appears to be true in the parameterized sense, be ause vertex over is
in FPT .
From a pra ti al point of view, it is probably suÆ ient to distinguish between
W [1℄-hardness and membership in FPT . Thus, for an algorithm designer not
being able to show xed-parameter tra tability of a problem, it may be sufient to give a redu tion from, e.g., lique to the given problem using a
standard parameterized m-redu tion. This then gives a on rete indi ation
that, unless P = NP , the problem is unlikely to allow for an f (k)n time
algorithm. One pie e of ir umstantial eviden e for this is the result showing
that the equality of W [1℄ and FPT would imply a time 2 algorithm for the
NP - omplete 3-CNF-Sat problem [34℄, whi h would mean a breakthrough
in omputational omplexity theory.
O (1)

o(n)

2.2 Interpreting xed parameter tra tability

The remainder of this paper on entrates on the world inside FPT and the potential it arries for improvements and future resear h. We therefore nish this
se tion by an interpretation of the lass FPT under some appli ation aspe ts.
Note that in the de nition of FPT the fun tion f (k) may take unreasonably
large values, e.g.,
2k

2
22
22

2
:
Thus, showing that a problem is a member of the lass FPT does not ne essarily bring along an eÆ ient algorithm (not even for small k). In fa t,
many problems that are lassi ed xed parameter tra table still wait for su h
eÆ ient, hen e pra ti al algorithms. In this sense, we strongly have to distinguish two di erent aspe ts of xed parameter tra tability: The theoreti al part
whi h onsists in lassifying parameterized problems along the W -hierar hy
(i.e., proving membership in FPT ) and the algorithmi omponent of a tually
nding eÆ ient algorithms for problems inside the lass FPT .
The Graph Minor Theorem by Robertson and Seymour [34, hapter 7℄, for
example, provides a great tool for the lassi ation of graph problems. It
states that, for a given family of graphs F whi h is losed under taking minors,
membership of a graph G in F an be he ked by analyzing whether a ertain
nite \obstru tion set" appears as a minor in G. Moreover, the graph minor
order testing problem is in FPT [34℄, or, more pre isely, for a xed graph
6
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Table 1
Comparing the eÆ ien y of various vertex over algorithms with respe t to the
exponential terms involved.
( ) = 2 ( ) = 1 292
( ) = 1 271
10
103
13
11
106
170
120
20
30
109
2180
1330
1012
2 8 104
1 5 104
40
50
1015
3 7 105
1 6 105
1022
2 2 108
6 5 107
75
1030
1 3 1011
2 6 1010
100
10150
4 2 1055
1 2 1052
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G of size n, there is an algorithm with running time O(f (jH j)n3) that de ides
whether a graph H is a minor or not. As a matter of fa t, the set F of
vertex overs of size  k are losed under taking minors, hen e there exists a
k

nite obstru tion set O for F . The above method then yields the existen e
of a xed parameter algorithm for vertex over. However, in general, the
fun tion f appearing in the graph minor order testing algorithm grows
fast and the onstants hidden in the O-notation are huge. Moreover, nding
the obstru tion set in the Robertson-Seymour Theorem, in general, is highly
non- onstru tive. Thus, the above mentioned method may only serve as a
lassi ation tool.
k

k

Taking into a ount that the theory of xed parameter tra tability should
be understood as an approa h to ope with inherently hard problems, it is
ne essary to aim for pra ti al, eÆ ient xed parameter algorithms. In the ase
of vertex over, for example, it's fairly easy to ome up with an algorithm
of running time O(2 n) using a simple sear h tree strategy. The base of the
exponential term in k was further improved, now below 1:3 (see [24,77,89℄).
Table 1 relates the size of the exponential term for these base values. From
this table we an on lude that even seemingly minor improvements in the
exponential growth of f an lead to signi ant hanges in the running time
and, moreover, enlarge the range of suitable values k for whi h the given
algorithm guarantees small running time.
k

In order to address this issue of eÆ ient fun tions f in a more detailed manner,
Downey and Fellows [34℄ introdu ed so- alled klam values. The klam value of
a xed parameter algorithm is the largest value of k su h that the fun tion f
o urring in the algorithm's running time ful lls f (k)  U , where U is some
reasonable absolute bound on the maximum number of steps of any omputation, e.g., U = 10 . For example, using U = 10 , the urrent klam value
20

20
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for vertex over is approximately 140. Unfortunately, for few parameterized problems klam values of omparable high quality are known. Hen e, an
important algorithmi hallenge on erning FPT problems is to provide klam
values as large as possible.
In this ontext, to demonstrate the problemati nature of the omparison
\ xed parameter tra ktable" versus \ xed parameter intra table," let us ompare the fun tions 2 and n = 2
. The rst refers to xed parameter
tra tability, the se ond to intra tability. It is easy to verify that assuming
ink
put sizes n in the range from 10 up to 10 , the value of k where 2 starts to
ex eed n is in the small range f 6; 7; 8; 9 g. A striking example in this dire tion is that of omputing treewidth. For onstant k, there is a famous result
giving a linear time algorithm to ompute whether a graph has treewidth at
most k [14℄. However, this algorithm su ers from enormous onstant fa tors
(unless k  3) and so the O(n ) algorithm [6℄ is more pra ti al. Hen e,
this shows how areful one has to be with the term xed parameter tra table,
sin e, in pra ti e with reasonable input sizes, a xed parameter intra table
problem an easily turn out to have a still more \eÆ ient" solution than a
xed parameter tra table one.
2

(k log n)

k

3

15

2

k

k +1

3 Graph theoreti al problems

Graph theory and related omputational problems so far appear to be among
the most fertile grounds for the study of parameterized problems.
3.1 Some results

Vertex over: Given an undire ted graph G = (V; E ) with n verti es and
a positive integer k, is there a subset C  V of verti es su h that ea h edge
in E has at least one endpoint in C ? Vertex over has seen quite a long

history in the development of FPT algorithms [34, page 5℄. Surprisingly, a lot
of papers published xed parameter results on vertex over that are worse
than the O(2 n) time bound that dire tly follows from the elementary sear h
tree method e.g. des ribed in Mehlhorn's text book on graph algorithms [68,
page 216℄. This simple observation, whi h is also used in the fa tor 2 approximation algorithm for vertex over, is as follows: Ea h edge fa; bg has to be
overed. Hen e, either a or b (or both) has to be in the over. Thus, building
a sear h tree where we bran h as either bringing a or b in the over, deleting
the respe tive vertex together with its in ident edges and ontinuing re ursively with the remaining graph by hoosing the next edge (whi h is arbitrary)
solves the problem. The sear h tree, whi h has depth k, has 2 nodes, ea h
k

k
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of whi h an be pro essed in linear time using suitable data stru tures. In
re ent times, there has been very a tive resear h on lowering the size of the
sear h tree [9,24,36,77,89℄, the best known result now being 1:271 [24℄. The
basi idea behind all of these papers is to use two fundamental te hniques of
parameterized omplexity, that is, bounded sear h trees and redu tion to problem kernel. To improve the sear h tree size, intri ate ase distin tions with
respe t to the degree of graph verti es were designed. As to redu tion to problem kernel, the idea is as follows: Assume that you have a graph vertex v of
degree k + 1, that is, k + 1 edges have endpoint v. Then to over all these
edges, one has to either bring v or all its neighbors into the vertex over. In
the latter ase, however, the vertex over then would have size at least k +1|
too mu h if we are only interested in overs of size at most k. Hen e, without
bran hing we have to bring v and all other verti es of degree greater than k
into the over. From this observation, one an easily on lude that after doing
this kind of prepro essing, the remaining graph may onsist of O(k ) verti es.
A well-known theorem of Nemhauser and Trotter [72,82℄ an be used to onstru t an improved redu tion to problem kernel resulting in a graph of only
2k verti es [24℄.
k

2

Up to now, resear h on entrated on unweighted vertex over. However,
very re ently, rst results were also obtained for three variants of weighted
vertex over [78℄. Here, by way of ontrast to unweighted vertex
over, ea h vertex has some positive number as weight and we are looking for a over su h that the sum of the weights of the verti es in the over is
at most k. The three variants are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

, where the weights are arbitrary positive integers,
, where the weights are real numbers  1, and
, where the weights are positive real numbers.

Integer-wv
real-wv
general-wv

easily turns out to be xed parameter intra table unless P =
, whereas
an be solved in time O(kn +1:3954 ) and integeras fast as
over [78℄. To derive the bounds for
is learly the most important result. In addition, if we modify the
problem su h that is
the weight of the vertex over we are
looking for, but the number of verti es in a minimum weight vertex over,
then also the running time O(kn + 1:3954 ) an be obtained.

General-wv
NP
real-wv
wv
unweighted vertex
real-wv
real-wv
k not

k

k

Planar dominating set: The dominating set problem is, given a graph
G = (V; E ) and a positive integer k, is there a set of k verti es V 0  V with the
property that every vertex of G either belongs to V 0 or has a neighbor in V 0 ?
Dominating set is W [2℄- omplete [34℄ and, thus, onsidered to be xed pa-

rameter intra table. For planar graphs, however, Downey and Fellows [33,34℄
gave an O(11 n) bounded sear h tree algorithm. Note that, in ontrast to vertex over, for planar dominating set it is not obvious how to onstru t
k

9
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su h a bounded sear h tree. The approa h by Downey and Fellows is based on
a lever graph theoreti al observation (see [34, Lemma 3.3℄). Unfortunately,
even for a modest k, the exponential term 11 gets enormously big. Hen e,
as in the vertex over ase, one would be very interested in lowering the
exponential term.
k

A ompletely di erent approa h, whi h does not rely on a bounded sear h
tree strategy, was presented re ently [3℄. There,
it is shown that planar
p
n. Besides, xed parameter
dominating set an be solved in time 3
algorithms of similar running times an be obtained for a whole series of related
problems on planar graphs, su h as the dominating set with property P
(whi h in ludes independent dominating set, total dominating set,
perfe t ode), or the so- alled fa e over problem (for details we refer
to [3℄ and the referen es therein).
O(

k)

The key in order to obtain these results is a|to some extent unexpe ted|
theorem on the relation of the domination number (G) (whi h is the minimum
size of a dominating set admitted by G) and
q the treewidth tw (G) of a planar
graph: It an be proven that tw (G) = O( (G)). Moreover, this not being a
pure existen e theorem, one an show
q that a orresponding tree de omposition an be onstru ted in time O( (G)n). The method is based on \small
separator" te hniques (see [3℄ for details).
The overall algorithm then onsists of two stages: the rst stage nds the
tree de omposition of bounded width and the se ond stage solves the problem
using well-known dynami programming approa hes on the tree de omposition (see, e.g., [15,90,91℄). This two-stage strategy serves as a ommon tool to
design xed parameter algorithms for a variety of di erent graph theoreti al
problems. However, in general, the rst stage of this type of algorithms, i.e.,
the problem to determine whether a graph has treewidth bounded by some
onstant ` and, if so, produ ing a orresponding tree de omposition, has, at
the urrent state of resear h, no algorithmi ally feasible solution. Even though
the problem is proven to be xed parameter tra table, the onstants in the
algorithm presented in [14℄ are too large for pra ti al purposes. In this sense,
the planar dominating set playsqan ex eptional role, where a tree de omposition
q of small width, namely O( (G)), an be found qui kly, namely in
O( (G)n) time.
p

The resulting algorithm presented in [3℄ has time omplexity 3 p n. Although the onstant hidden in the O-notation turns out to be 6 34, and
thus, at rst glan e, the pra ti al usefulness of this algorithm is un ertain, the
point is that we have a signi ant asymptoti improvement. From a theoreti al
point of view, this means more than \only" lowering the onstant base of the
exponential term. To our knowledge, this is the rst non-trivial result for an
O(

10
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NP -hard problem whi

h admits a xed parameter algorithm with a sublinear
term in the exponent of the running time. It is not known, whether there is a
similar result for the general vertex over problem (note that in the ase
of planar vertex over again a sublinear expression in the exponential
term an be obtained using the te hniques presented in [3℄).
Minimum ll-in: The NP - omplete minimum fill-in problem asks whether
a graph an be triangulated by adding at most k edges. Kaplan et al. [64℄
developed a sear h-tree based O(24 m) time algorithm (whi h improves to
O((4 =(k + 1)3 2 )(m + n)) due to a re ned analysis by Cai [22℄) and a more
intri ate O(k2nm + k6 24 ) algorithm for the problem. Here, n denotes the
number of verti es and m denotes the number of edges in the graph. This also
k

k

=

k

illustrates that it an be very important (and diÆ ult!) to make the exponential term \additive" (as in the se ond ase) instead of only \multipli ative"
(as in the rst ase). In addition, Kaplan et al. show that proper interval
graph ompletion (motivated by omputational biology) and strongly
hordal graph ompletion, both NP -hard, are xed parameter tra table
(see [64℄ for details).
Longest path or y le: Finally, let us mention in passing another promising

method yielding fast xed parameter algorithms for ertain graph problems:
the so- alled te hnique of olor oding. Using this te hnique, Alon et al. [4℄
ame up with an 2 jE j log jV j time algorithm for the longest path problem in a graph G = (V; E ). Here, we ask for a simple path of length k 1 in G,
where \simple" means that ea h vertex appears at most on e on this path. The
approa h by Alon et al. is based on the idea of hashing and an be sket hed
as follows: Fix an arbitrary oloring (that is, a hash fun tion) of G using k
olors. Then, making use of an algorithm based on dynami programming,
it's relatively simple to obtain an O(2 jE j) time algorithm that nds a path
of length k, su h that all verti es along the path have distin t olors. Su h a
path is alled olorful. Now, ea h olorful path learly is simple. Conversely,
in order to ome up with a simple path, the above algorithm has to be repeated using suÆ iently many di erent olorings. Thus, the hard part of this
approa h onsists in showing that the size of the family of olorings that are
ne essarily needed an be kept small. The mainly ombinatorial arguments for
the onstru tion of su h a (so- alled) k-perfe t family of hash fun tions an
be found in S hmidt and Siegel [85℄. Note that the related problem of nding
simple y les of length k an be atta ked with similar methods.
O (k )

k

3.2 Some hallenges

(1) Besides still asking for improvements of general vertex over, an, e.g.,
vertex over for planar graphs be solved mu h faster? Possible ap11
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(2)

proa hes might arise from the general te hniques presented in [3℄, ombined with results of Baker [8℄ and the known algorithms for the general
vertex over problem.
How \pra ti al" an the solutions for planar dominating set be
made? This question addresses
p two issues: On the one hand, it is still
un lear how to obtain an O( n) time algorithm with some reasonable
onstant . On the other hand, it might be of high value to lower the
base of the exponential term in the O(11 n) sear h tree algorithm presented by Downey and Fellows. Also, does planar dominating set
admit a polynomial size problem kernel whi h ould be used to apply the
\interleaving te hniques" in [75℄?
The exponential term 4 for minimum fill-in still should be improved,
and the same with the other problems mentioned in [64℄.
How general and pra ti al is the te hnique of olor oding? Can it also
be applied to other problems to show their xed parameter tra tability?
In the t-vertex over problem one seeks to over t instead of all
edges [20,61℄. What is the parameterized omplexity of t-vertex over?
k

k

(3)
(4)
(5)

k

4 VLSI design problems

VLSI design is one more attra tive eld for parameterized omplexity studies [34,42℄. Interestingly, redu tion to problem kernel, a basi parameterized
te hnique, was earlier used in algorithms for VLSI design [38℄. Due to our
still limited insight and knowledge, we only mention very few aspe ts of xed
parameter algorithms for VLSI design.
4.1 Some results

Spare allo ation for re on gurable VLSI: Put on isely, this \most widely
used approa h to re on gurable VLSI" uses spare rows and olumns to tolerate failures in re tangular arrays of identi al omputational elements, whi h
may be as simple as memory ells or as omplex as pro essor units [65℄. If a
faulty ell is dete ted, the entire row or olumn is repla ed by a spare one.
The underlying problem an be easily modeled in a graph theoreti al setting:
given a bipartite graph G = (V ; V ; E ) and two positive integers k and k ,
are there two subsets C  V and C  V of sizes jC j  k and jC j  k
su h that ea h edge in E has at least one endpoint in C [ C ? The existen e of
two parameters and two vertex sets makes this problem, alled onstraint
bipartite vertex over (CBVC), quite di erent from the original vertex over problem. Thus, whereas the lassi al vertex over (with only
one parameter!) restri ted to bipartite graphs is solvable in polynomial time
1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1
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2

2

2

2
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(be ause there is a lose relation to the polynomial time solvable maximum
mat hing problem for bipartite graphs), by a redu tion from lique it has
been shown that CBVC is NP - omplete [65℄. Re ently, to our knowledge, the
rst nontrivial xed parameter algorithm for onstraint bipartite vertex over was given, running in time O (1:3999 1 2 + (k + k )n) [44℄. To
a hieve the result, well-known methods from parameterized omplexity were
ombined, namely redu tion to problem kernel and bounded sear h trees, with
a new te hnique for restri ting the size of the sear h tree by deferring some
work to a third, polynomial-time phase, but nevertheless ounting the parameter redu tion as kind of bonus when pro essing the sear h tree and hen e
redu ing its size.
k

+k

1

2

Cutwidth: This is another problem originating in VLSI design [34,42℄. A
layout of a graph G = (V; E ) is a one-to-one fun tion f : V ! f1; : : : ; jV jg.
If we regard [1; jV j℄ as an interval on real numbers and onsider 2 [1; jV j℄,
then we all the number of edges fu; vg 2 E with f (u) < and f (v) >
the value of the ut at . The utwidth of a layout f of G then is the
maximum of the value of the ut over all . The utwidth problem for G is
to nd the minimum of the utwidths of all possible layouts of G. The de ision

version of this problem is NP - omplete [48℄. In the parameterized version, for
a given positive integer k we ask whether a given graph has utwidth  k. It
is known that utwidth is xed parameter tra table [34℄, but the bounds on
the exponential term seem to be huge.
Bandwidth: The lassi al problem from VLSI design, bandwidth, is W [t℄hard for all t [34℄ and thus appears to be xed parameter intra table. The
bandwidth of a layout f of G is the maximum of jf (u) f (v)j over all edges
fu; vg 2 E . The bandwidth of G then is the minimum bandwidth of all possible
layouts of G. The de ision version of this problem is NP - omplete [48℄. Again,
the parameterized version asks, given a graph G = (V; E ) and a positive
integer, does G have bandwidth  k? Despite of its great pra ti al importan e,

bandwidth seems to be a problem where parameterized omplexity studies
annot help in general. A re ent survey paper [40℄ sket hes various approa hes
how to ope with the hardness of bandwidth, rising many open questions also
on erning the development of exa t algorithms.
4.2 Some hallenges

(1) There is a variant of onstraint bipartite vertex over with three
instead of two parameters, motivated by re on gurable programmable
logi arrays [58℄. This problem deserves parameterized omplexity investigations similar to that undertaken for CBVC.
(2) The pra ti al validation of the proposed algorithm for onstraint bi13
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, whi h is based on a ompli ated ase distin tion, remains to be done. In parti ular, average ase analyses, also based
on spe ial input instan es ( f. [87℄), are desirable.
(3) Give on rete, small bounds for the exponential term in a xed parameter
algorithm for utwidth.
(4) Are there pra ti ally relevant, spe ial graph lasses where bandwidth
is xed parameter tra table (with a \reasonable" running time)?
(5) Dive into the o ean of VLSI design literature and nd new andidates for
parameterized omplexity studies, e.g., one andidate might be the via
minimization problem and its several variants [21,26,71,86℄.
partite vertex

over

5 Computational biology problems

Computational biology, a eld still in its infan y, seems to ontain a lot of problems suitable for parameterized omplexity studies. A very algorithmi area
of resear h within omputational biology is phylogeneti s, in whi h an important goal is to onstru t an evolutionary tree (also alled phylogeneti tree)
for a given set of spe ies. Besides the ontext of phylogeneti s, where we onsider the problems perfe t phylogeny, MAST, and gene dupli ation,
we also present examples from two other areas: From genome rearrangement,
dealing with the omparison of genomes having a known set of genes, and from
the omparison of RNA and protein sequen es, in whi h an essential question
is to in orporate the three-dimensional stru ture into the models.
5.1 Some results

Perfe t phylogeny: Agarwala and Fernandez-Ba a [2,34℄ approa h the ques-

tion of building a phylogeneti tree for a given set of spe ies in the following
model. For a given set C of m hara ters they allow a hara ter 2 C to
take one state of a xed set of hara ter states A . These hara ters may, e.g.,
represent properties of single organisms or the positions in its DNA sequen e
with the nu leotide bases being the hara ter states. In this setting, we are
given a set S of n spe ies, for whi h we intend to onstru t a tree. Ea h spe ies
s 2 S is represented by a ve tor of hara ter states s 2 A      A . The
perfe t phylogeny problem is then to determine whether there is a tree T
with nodes V (T )  A      A , where ea h leaf of the tree is a spe ies. In
addition, we require for every 2 C and every j 2 A , the set of all nodes u of
the tree with u's hara ter being in state j to indu e a subtree. Downey and
Fellows [34℄ refer to this problem as bounded hara ter state perfe t
phylogeny. This indi ates that the parameter here is the maximum number
of hara ter states r = max 2 jA j. Using a dynami programming approa h
1

1

m

C

14

m
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and building perfe t phylogenies from bottom up, Agarwala and FernandezBa a present an O(2 (nm + m )) time algorithm, whi h was improved by
Kannan and Warnow to O(2 nm ) [63℄.
3r

3

4

2r

2

A generalization of perfe t phylogeny is the l-phylogeny problem in
whi h the question is to onstru t a tree T su h that, given the xed integer l,
ea h hara ter state does not indu e more than l onne ted omponents in T .
A parameterized analysis of the problem was started by Goldberg et al. [49℄
(also see for more details on the de nition).
MAST: For a given set of spe ies, we may obtain several phylogeneti trees,

e.g., by building trees based on di erent gene families. These so- alled gene
trees are a good hypothesis for a spe ies tree, i.e., the evolutionary relationship
of the spe ies, if they are all the same. If, however, the trees do not agree for
all spe ies, the following problem tries to nd those spe ies for whi h they do.
Given a set of rooted trees T ; : : : ; T with the leaf set of ea h T labeled oneto-one with the set of spe ies X and given a positive integer k, the maximum
agreement subtree problem (MAST) is to determine whether there is
a subset S  X of size at most k su h that all trees T restri ted to the leaf
set X S are the same (up to isomorphism and ignoring nodes of degree two)
for i = 1; : : : ; r. Therefore, the parameter k is the number of spe ies we are
willing to ex lude from our analysis.
1

r

i

i

For three input trees of unbounded degree the problem is NP -hard [5℄. For
input trees with degree bounded by a onstant d, it is solvable in polynomial
time O(rn + n ) [39℄. A xed parameter algorithm an be obtained as follows.
Bryant [18℄ proposes to onsider triples of spe ies and, for ea h triple, the
possible topologies for a rooted tree with three leaves. When several of these
topologies arise among the given input trees, the triple is alled on i ted and
at least one of the three spe ies has to be deleted and to be in the set S . Using
this idea, Downey et al. [36℄ give an O(3 rn log n) time solution for binary
input trees. Independently of the input trees' degree, we an observe that a
solution exists i there is a set, namely S , of at most k spe ies su h that
ea h on i ted triple ontains one of these spe ies. In this way, MAST an be
redu ed to the 3-hitting set problem [19,36℄. Here, the problem is, given a
olle tion C of subsets of size three of a nite set X and a positive integer k,
to determine a subset S  X with jS j  k so that S ontains at least one
element from ea h subset in C . This problem is NP - omplete. With a re ent
algorithm for 3-hitting set [74℄ using bounded sear h trees and redu tion
to problem kernel, the MAST problem an be solved in time O(2:270 + rn ).
3

d

k

k

3

Gene dupli ation: As we have seen in the previous problem, when on-

sidering several gene families for a set of spe ies, the gene trees an di er
from the spe ies tree. A way to explain the ontradi tions in the trees is the
possibility that genes are dupli ated in the evolutionary history and evolve in15
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dependently. This observation motivates the following model to infer a spe ies
tree from several, possibly ontradi tory gene trees, the gene dupli ation
problem: Given a set of spe ies and a set of trees (the gene trees) with their
leaves labeled from the spe ies set, the question is, intuitively speaking, to nd
a tree (the spe ies tree) that requires a minimum number of gene dupli ations
in order to explain the given gene trees (refer to [41,88℄ for further details).
Note that in this model we ount dupli ation events opying only one gene at
a time. Stege [88℄ gives a xed parameter algorithm for gene dupli ation,
with the allowed number of dupli ations as the parameter.
As a dupli ation event in evolutionary history opies a pie e of DNA with
possibly many genes on it, Fellows et al. [41℄ study the multiple gene dupli ation problem. In ontrast to gene dupli ation, here, one dupli ation
event opies a set of genes. With the upper bound on the number of dupli ations as parameter, they show even the easier version to be W [1℄-hard where
we are also given the spe ies tree and only ask for the minimum number of
required dupli ations.
Genome Rearrangement: Knowing the su ession of genes on a hromo-

some, a way to measure the similarity of two orresponding hromosomes
from di erent organisms with the same set of genes, is to ount the number
of mutation events required to obtain one su ession of genes from the other.
Examples of su h mutation events are, e.g., inverting a subsequen e, alled
reversal, or their deletion and insertion at another position, alled transposition. Reversals are the most ommon kind of these mutations. Restri ting to
them, the omparison of two sequen es of the same set of genes is modeled in
the sorting by reversals problem: Given a permutation  of f1; 2; : : : ; ng,
the question is to nd the minimum number of reversals we need to transform  into id. Sorting by reversals is NP - omplete [23℄. Hannenhalli
and Pevzner's results [56℄, however, imply a xed parameter algorithm for the
problem when parameterized by the number of reversals.
Another genome-level distan e measure that was shown to be xed parameter
tra table is the synteni distan e [43℄. In this model, a genome is given
by k subsets of a set of n genes. These subsets represent the hromosomes
and the elements in a set represent the genes lo ated on the hromosome.
The mutation events in this model are the union of two hromosome sets, the
splitting of a hromosome set into two sets, and the ex hange of genes between
two sets. Given two genomes G and G , the synteni distan e problem is
to ompute the minimum number of mutation events needed to transform G
into G . DasGupta et al. [30℄ show that omputing the synteni distan e is
NP -hard and xed parameter tra table when parameterized by the distan e.
1

2

1

2

Comparison of RNA and protein stru ture: The three-dimensional stru -

ture of RNA or protein sequen es is onsidered to be important for their fun 16
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tion and for the degree of their evolutionary and fun tional similarity. Therefore, it is important to nd models whi h do in orporate this stru ture when
omparing sequen es. An approa h ommon for RNA sequen es is to represent bonds between single bases by ar s between positions in the sequen e,
leading to so- alled annotated sequen es. Considering these ar s when omparing two sequen es, their longest ommon subsequen e an be interpreted
as a measure for similarity not only on the sequen e level, but also on the
stru tural level. Evans [37℄ proposes the following model, whi h takes as input
two annotated sequen es S and S of length n and m, respe tively. Thereby,
rossing edges are allowed, in order to represent three-dimensional stru tures.
Further inputs are an integer l denoting the target length and an integer k
denoting the utwidth, i.e., the maximum number of ar s rossing a position.
The ar -preserving longest ommon subsequen e problem is, in this
ontext, to determine whether there is a ommon subsequen e in S and S ,
whi h preserves the ar s, is of length at least l and has utwidth at most k.
Evans points out that with di erent parameterizations the problem exhibits
di erent parameterized omplexity. It is W [1℄- omplete when the parameter
is the target length l and the utwidth is not limited. If, however, we take
the utwidth k as the parameter without having a target length, the problem
is xed parameter tra table: the algorithm for this variant nds the longest
ommon subsequen e in time O(9 nm) [37℄.
1

2

1

2

k

A similar model to ompare the three-dimensional stru ture of proteins is the
onta t map overlap problem des ribed by Goldman et al. [50℄. They
give results showing MaxSNP - and NP -hardness of the problem and identify
spe ial versions relevant in pra ti e that are solvable in polynomial time by
dynami programming. A parameterized analysis of the problem is open.
5.2 Some hallenges

(1) Can the parameterized analysis of l-phylogeny started by Goldberg et
al. [49℄ be ontinued?
(2) Can the xed parameter algorithm solving sorting by reversals with
the distan e as parameter be extended to also allow other mutation
events, e.g., transpositions and dupli ations?
(3) The analysis of protein stru ture is a tremendously important issue in
omputational biology. With respe t to the question of omparing two
proteins, an we study the parameterized omplexity of onta t map
overlap [50℄ and identify parameters that make the problem tra table?
(4) In Se tion 3.1, we mentioned the proper interval graph ompletion problem relevant in physi al mapping. The problem asks whether a
given graph an be turned into a proper interval graph (de ned in [64℄) by
adding at most k edges and is shown to be xed parameter tra table [64℄
for parameter k. What is the parameterized omplexity of the problem
17
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when we allow removing edges, adding verti es, and/or removing verti es?
(5) The optimal alignment of two sequen es [55℄ an usually be done in polynomial time. The alignment of an arbitrary number of sequen es is usually
NP - omplete. In both ases we say \usually," as these results depend on
the model and the used fun tion to s ore an alignment. It would be interesting to survey the parameterized omplexity of multiple alignment
in di erent models.
6 Logi problems

Logi , seen in a broad sense, is another eld of diverse problems to be atta ked with parameterized omplexity methods. We basi ally present three
types of logi problems: the optimization problem maximum satisfiability, the \ lassi al logi " problem falsifiability for pure impli ational
formulas, and the omplexity of database queries.
6.1 Some results

Maximum satis ability: This is a problem espe ially well-known from the

eld of approximation algorithms [1,60℄ and heuristi methods [11℄, having
also important pra ti al appli ations [57℄. The input instan e is a boolean
formula in onjun tive normal form (CNF), and the problem is to nd a truth
assignment that satis es the maximum number of lauses. The de ision version
of maximum satisfiability is NP - omplete, even if the lauses have at most
two literals (so- alled maximum 2-satisfiability) [48℄. One of the major
results in theoreti al omputer s ien e in re ent times shows that if there is a
polynomial time approximation s heme for maximum satisfiability, then
P = NP [7℄.
The natural parameterized version of maximum satisfiability requires an
algorithm to determine whether at least k lauses of a CNF formula F an
be satis ed. Assume that F ontains m lauses and n variables. For ea h F ,
there always exists a truth assignment satisfying at least dm=2e lauses: simply
pi k any assignment|either it does or its bitwise omplement does. This an
be he ked in time O(jF j). For this reason, Mahajan and Raman [67℄ introdu ed a more meaningful parameterization, asking whether at least dm=2e + k
lauses of a CNF formula F an be satis ed. However, the rst parameterization still remains of interest sin e, from a \non-parameterized point of view,"
an algorithm with running time exponential in m with a small base for the
exponential fa tor an be of interest. Thus, we rstly sti k to this basi parameterization and afterwards very brie y deal with the \more meaningful"
18
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parameterization.
Mahajan and Raman [67℄ presented an algorithm running in time O(jF j +
1:6181 k ) that determines whether at least k lauses of a CNF formula F
are satis able. This algorithm uses a redu tion to problem kernel as well as
a bounded sear h tree. The redu tion to the problem kernel relies on the distin tion between \large" lauses (i.e., lauses ontaining at least k literals)
and \small" lauses (i.e., lauses ontaining less than k literals). If F ontains
at least k large lauses, then it is easy to see that at least k lauses in F an
be satis ed. Hen e, the subsequent sear h tree method has only to deal with
small lauses. Observe that the size of the remaining \subformula of small
lauses" an easily be bounded by O(k ). This is also owing to the fa t that,
if the number of lauses in F is at least 2k, then, trivially, k lauses in F
an be satis ed. Now the bounded sear h tree, here more appropriately alled
bran hing tree, appears as follows. First, note that we an restri t ourselves
to only onsidering variables that o ur both positively and negatively in F ,
be ause so- alled \pure literals" an always be set true, always in reasing the
number of satis ed lauses without any disadvantage. The basi te hnique now
is to pi k one variable x o urring both positively and negatively in F and
then to \bran h" into two subformulas F [x℄ and F [x℄, whi h arise by setting
x to true and false. Clearly, the size of su h a bran hing tree an easily be
bounded by 2 . However, Mahajan and Raman [67℄ use a further tri k based
on \resolution," leading to the above running time. Using many more, arefully designed transformation and splitting rules for propositional formulas,
the above result ould be improved to time omplexity O(jF j +1:3995 k ) [76℄
and, based on this, even further to O(jF j + 1:3803 k ) [10℄. We only mention
in passing that the parameterization of maximum satisfiability requiring
the satis ability of at least dm=2e + k lauses is led ba k to the ase onsidered above by Mahajan and Raman, thus obtaining a time omplexity of
O(jF j+1:6181 k )  O(jF j+17:9443 k ). Plugging in the above des ribed improvements [10℄, we immediately get O(jF j+1:3803 k )  O(jF j+6:9158 k ).
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The spe ial ase of maximum satisfiability where ea h lause may ontain
at most 2 literals has re eived spe ial attention [51,52℄. Among other things,
this is due to the fa t that important NP - omplete graph problems su h as
maximum ut and independent set an be redu ed to spe ial instan es
of maximum 2-satisfiability [25,67℄. Not surprisingly, the upper bounds
for maximum 2-satisfiability are better than those for the general ase,
for the time being, however, parameterized omplexity studies seem to fail in
this ontext: In time L  2 2 one an determine a maximum satisfying
assignment, where L is the total number of literal o urren es in the formula
and m is the number of lauses of size two o urring in it [51℄. This also
holds for lauses with positive integer weights. In an earlier paper [52℄, the
parameterized bound 2
for maximum 2-satisfiability has been proved.
However, the above \unparameterized" bound 2 2 , where m is the number
O (1)

m =5

2

k=2:73

m =5
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of 2- lauses, is better for all reasonable values of k: the parameterized bound is
better only when k < 0:55m , while an assignment satisfying 0:5m +0:25m 
0:75m an be found in polynomial time [67℄. It seems like the idea of ounting
only 2- lauses does not work for parameterized bounds.
2

2

2

Falsi ability problem for pure impli ational formulas: The omplex-

ity of this problem was rst studied by Heus h [59℄. A Boolean formula is in
pure impli ational form if it ontains only positive literals and the only logi al
onne tive being used is the impli ation. Heus h onsidered the spe ial ase
when all variables ex ept at most one (denoted z) o ur at most twi e. This
problem still is NP - omplete [59℄. However, he proved that if the number of
o urren es of z is restri ted to be at most k, then there is an O(jF j ) time algorithm for ertifying falsi ability. Fran o et al. [46℄ subsequently showed how
to solve the falsifiability problem for pure impli ational formulas
in time O(k n ); thus, this problem is xed parameter tra table.
k

k

2

Database problems: Finally, let us take a very brief look at onne tions
between parameterized omplexity and database problems, whi h we boldly
term as logi problems: Papadimitriou and Yannakakis revisited the omplexity of database queries in the light of parameterized omplexity [81℄. Here,
the basi observation is that the size of the queries is typi ally orders of magnitude smaller than the size of the database. They analyze the omplexity of
the queries (e.g., onjun tive queries, rst-order, Datalog, xpoint logi et .)
with respe t to two types of parameters: the query size itself and the number
of variables that appear in the query. In this setting, they lassify the relational al ulus and its fragments at various levels of the W -hierar hy, hen e
showing parameterized intra tability. On the positive side, they show that the
extension of a y li queries with inequalities is xed parameter tra table (refer
to [81℄ for details). Finally, let us only mention in passing that also in the eld
of model he king parameterized omplexity studies are useful [45,66℄.
6.2 Some hallenges

(1) A \non-parameterized" hallenge: Can maximum 2-satisfiability or
even maximum satisfiability be solved in less than 2 \steps?" Here,
n denotes the number of di erent variables in the formula and a step may
take polynomial time.
(2) Can the results for maximum satisfiability be generalized to so- alled
maximum onstraint satisfa tion problems ( f., e.g., [12℄)?
n
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(3) Is there a dire t way to solve the \more meaningful parameterization"
[67℄ of maximum satisfiability more eÆ iently than by just redu ing
it to the standard parameterized version?
(4) What are the best (parameterized) bounds for maximum ut? We only
have the bounds derived from redu tions to maximum 2-satisfiability.
(5) Can the time bound O(k n ) for the falsifiability problem for
pure impli ational formulas with k negations be further improved?
k

2

7 And what about experimental results?

There are numerous examples of NP - omplete problems for whi h theoreti al
upper bounds have been shown on the running time. However, these results are
only rarely a ompanied by an implementation. In most ases, it remains open
as to how these algorithms behave in pra ti e. Sin e better theoreti al results
often rely on more omplex onstant-time omputations, it is reasonable that
pra titioners ask whether these strategies are still eÆ ient and how, e.g., they
ompare to known heuristi s or how they an be ombined with heuristi
approa hes.
In the following, we on retely des ribe some experiments made with algorithms designed for the maximum 2-satisfiability problem [52,53℄ and try
to draw some general on lusions. The algorithms use the strategy of bounded
sear h trees, as explained in Se tion 6.1. Bounded sear h trees are a ommon
pattern of xed parameter algorithms. Therefore, we onje ture that the following observations are typi al for these kinds of algorithms. Note, however,
that the test runs are done with the non-parameterized version of the algorithm, i.e., the algorithm whi h sear hes an assignment satisfying the maximum number of lauses. For a given parameter k, the parameterized version
would stop as soon as k lauses are satis ed. Apart from this, the algorithms
work analogously, su h that the same observations apply for the parameterized
as for the non-parameterized version.
Before we start to outline our experien es, we qui kly review the implemented
strategy. The algorithms traverse a sear h tree of exponential size. In ea h node
of this tree, the urrent problem instan e is simpli ed by ex luding sub ases
whi h give no improvement of the maximal number of satis ed lauses, e.g.,
by assigning values to pure literals. The known simpli ations of this kind
are manifested in a set of seven transformation rules, whi h are applied if
possible. As soon as none of these transformation rules applies any more,
we bran h into two or more sub ases by setting sele ted variables to ertain
values, e.g., setting a variable to true in one ase and false in the other, and
work on ea h of these sub ases re ursively. The sub ases to be bran hed into
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are determined by a set of eight bran hing rules. The involved analysis of these
bran hing ases allows to give estimations for the size of the sear h tree. The
questions resulting from this strategy are whether it is eÆ ient to test for
transformation and bran hing rules and to maintain the quite omplex data
stru tures ne essary in order to de ide whi h of the rules applies. In order
to answer these questions, the algorithms were implemented in JAVA and
tested on a ommon Linux-PC with an AMD K6 pro essor with 233 MHz.
In the following, we outline some important observations resulting from these
experiments:
In order to judge their performan e, we ompared the algorithms with the
heuristi EDPL (Extended Davis-Putnam-Loveland) strategy presented by
Bor hers and Furman [17℄, for whi h an implementation in C is publi ly available. For all problem instan es, the new algorithms produ ed smaller sear h
trees than the EDPL strategy. Regarding the running time, the new algorithms were outperformed by the EDPL strategy on instan es of very small
size despite the larger sear h trees of the latter. One reason is ertainly the
performan e di eren e of the programming languages (C was measured to be
faster than JAVA in this setting by a fa tor of about 9). But with growing
instan es, the algorithms are faster than the EDPL strategy, with an exponentially growing gap between them. Instan es handled by the new algorithms
in se onds, e.g., random formulas with 200 variables in 400 lauses, annot be
pro essed by the EDPL strategy in reasonable time. In this ase, the additional
time the new algorithms spend in ea h sear h tree node, e.g., to maintain the
data stru tures and to perform the ase analysis, is de nitely outweighed by
the gain through the shrunken sear h trees.
Although the algorithms exhibited a good performan e in general, we enountered examples in whi h better theoreti al bounds did not imply faster
algorithms. E.g., we tested our algorithms not only with randomly generated 2-CNF formulas but, additionally, we derived formulas from maximum
ut instan es, whi h an easily be redu ed to maximum 2-satisfiability.
As these maximum ut instan es exhibit a spe ial stru ture, the theoretial analysis an be improved for them, yielding better upper bounds [51℄. In
pra ti e, however, the maximum ut instan es turn out to be harder for the
algorithms than random instan es.
Besides the overall performan e, we were interested in the role of single transformation and bran hing rules. Therefore, we olle ted statisti al data about
the appli ation of these rules. Regarding the transformation rules, we note the
high number of appli ations. Regarding the bran hing rules, we observe that
most of the bran hing rules are used only in rare ases. Most bran hings result
from two of the eight rules. This indi ates that the arefully designed bran hing rules mainly serve for the theoreti al analysis whi h gives guarantees on
the upper bounds.
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In on lusion, we point out the following experien es, whi h seem to be important for all algorithms using a similar kind of strategy:

 The algorithms are able to exhibit a good performan e omparable to ur-

rent exa t heuristi s. Note that it is possible to enri h and improve the
algorithms with heuristi strategies, e.g., the bran h and bound prin iple,
without sa ri ing the proven performan e bounds.
 There are examples showing that an improvement of theoreti al bounds
does not ne essarily imply faster algorithms.
 There is a di eren e in the roles of transformation and bran hing rules.
Therefore, to improve the pra ti al performan e, it seems to be more promising to sear h for further transformation rules. Along with the set of
transformation rules, a further re nement of bran hing rules promises better
theoreti al upper bounds.
8 Con lusion

To study faster exa t solutions for NP -hard problems, one always should he k
whether a parameterized point of view (also) makes sense. A parameterized
approa h may help \improving" known upper bounds; for example, this holds
true in the ase of vertex over ( ompare the parameterized [24℄ with
the non-parameterized [84℄ results). We tried to illustrate that parameterized
problems appear almost everywhere|we gave a few examples from graph theory, VLSI design, omputational biology, and logi . The study of whether or
not a problem is xed parameter tra table and, if yes, how small the exponential terms an be made, might perhaps deserve similar attention as questions
for the approximability of problems urrently obtain.
In this paper, we fo used on on rete examples and on rete open problems
on erning the development of (eÆ ient) xed parameter algorithms. To some
extent, we negle ted more general, probably \more stru tural" open problems
in parameterized omplexity analysis, whi h, nevertheless, should play a major role in future resear h. This in ludes questions for the relationship between
approximation and parameterized omplexity, the relationship between heuristi s and parameterized omplexity, and a loser investigation of algorithmi
paradigms as linear or integer programming or dynami programming in relation with parameterized omplexity. Many hallenges remain.
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